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Abstract. An operator on a separable Hubert space is called bitriangular if it

and its adjoint have upper triangular representations with respect to two (per-

haps different) orthonormal bases. Although bitriangular operators have some

tractable properties and seem to be the right context for generalization of matri-

ces to infinite dimensions, we give counterexamples to various open problems

regarding this class of operators. The counterexamples make use of a property

that an M-basis may or may not have.

In their remarkable paper [2] Davidson and Herrero introduce and study the

class of bitriangular operators (see below for definitions) on separable Hilbert

spaces, giving convincing reasons why they are the best possible extension of

direct sums of Jordan blocks (Jordan forms) to infinite dimensional spaces. For

example they show that the class of bitriangular operators form the largest class

of operators which are quasi-similar to canonical Jordan forms. This class of

operators includes the algebraic operators, the diagonal normal operators, the

block diagonal operators and others, and members of this class have a rich

supply of invariant and hyperinvariant subspaces.

In spite of the plethora of interesting properties of bitriangular operators

established in [2], the authors give many examples illustrating the often peculiar

nature of such operators. Also in their paper the authors raise various open

problems which are known to have affirmative answers in wide classes of special

cases. In the present paper we show that for a certain class of bitriangular

operators, some of these problems are equivalent to each other and have answers

depending upon a property an Af-basis may or may not have. Thereby we

are able to produce counterexamples by choosing the M-basis appropriately,

and so we add some more peculiarities to this apparently well-behaved class

of operators. Larson and Wogen [4] have constructed particular bitriangular

operators that answer negatively two of the problems in [2]. We briefly comment

on their counterexamples below.
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Most of the notation we use here follows that of [2], with which we shall

assume some familiarity. In particular H will be a fixed complex separable

Hubert space whose inner product is designated as (•,•}. Often a wider class

of Banach spaces could be considered in place of H, but for the sake of sim-

plicity we shall not do so. Recall that a (bounded) operator T on H is called

triangular if it has an upper triangular matrix representation with respect to

some orthonormal basis on H. A more or less complete picture of the spectral

structure of a triangular operator is in [3] and it can be seen that an opera-

tor T is triangular if and only if V{Ker(r - k)k\k e C, k > 1} = H. The

subspace Vz+ Ker(T - k) , for an operator T and a scalar k, is denoted by

Ker(r - k)w . Also, for T C C we write H(T,T) for V{Ker(r - k)w\k e T} .

We shall say that an operator T on H is bitriangular if both T and its adjoint

T* are triangular (with respect to two, perhaps different, orthonormal bases).

The counterexamples constructed below make use of the concept of an M -basis

of a Banach space. Recall, for a Banach space X with dual X*, a sequence

(y¡-)i° of vectors of X is called an M -basis if Vz+f¡ = X and there exists a

sequence (f*)™ of elements of X* such that f*(f) = &i} with (f*)^° total

in X, that is, P|^° ICer^* = {0}. An A/-basis is called strong if it also has

the property \¡¡ f¿ = f]z+yK.erf* for all / ç Z+ (with Hubert space notation

this becomes \f¡ f = C\z+\¡(fi* )) • ^ot a^ Af-bases are strong and examples

in Hilbert spaces are known (for example Markus [5, 3.1 ], and Singer [6, p.

244]). The following equivalences will be used later. The equivalence of (i),

(ii), and (iii) (valid for Banach spaces) can be found in [1, Theorem 5.1]. Their

equivalence to (iv), when the underlying space is a Hilbert space, is Lemma 3.1

of [5].

Theorem 1. Let (/¡-)f be an M-basis of a Hilbert space H with biorthogonal

sequence (f*)f . The following are equivalent:

(i) C//)i° & a strong M-basis.

(ii)  (V/ f¡) n (Vy fj) = V/rv fi f°r every Pair I • J of subsets of Z+ .

(iii) f)XeA(yh ft) = Vf|    /, A f°r every family {IX}A of subsets of Z+ .

(iv) (v, /,) v (Vz+\/ Jî) = H f°r everysubset I °fz+■

To fix yet another notational symbol, let (f)^ be an Af-basis on H and

let (k^ be a sequence of distinct nonzero scalars converging to zero fast

enough so that JZÎ I'M 11.//* II11/;II < °° • Then £^° k¡f* ® f¡ converges in norm
to a compact operator T (here p ® q denotes the operator x i-> (x, p)q).

Sums over subsequences of Z+ also define compact operators. Since trivially

T(\J"X f¡) ç \J" f. for every n e Z+ , the orthonormal basis obtained from the

(f) by the Gram-Schmidt process shows that T is triangular. Since T* =

J2T Kfi ® j7 ' a similar argument shows that T* is also triangular; thus T

is bitriangular.   Such a  T, for appropriate choices of (f¡), will be the basis
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of our counterexamples. Further note that the point spectrum a (T) of T is

{kj\i e Z+} . The Fredholm-alternative shows that if k £ {0} U {kt\i 6 Z+} ,

then T - k is invertible. Thus for Y ç C we have

H(T, D = V ft   and   H(T'>r*) = V fi       (where r = ffo 6 H)-
¿¡er A,er

We are now in a position to state a theorem that will answer some of the

open questions in [2].

Theorem 2. Let (/¡Of bean M-basis for H and let T = X)f ^</T ® //• w/zere
(A,0f is a sequence of nonzero distinct scalars converging to zero and satisfying

E" 1^/1 11//* Il 11//II < °° ■ The following are equivalent:

(a) For every pair Tx, T2 ofsubsets of C we /zave //(7\ Tx)nH(T, F2) =

//(r,r,nr2).
(b) For every family  {TA}A   of subsets of C   we have  f]AH(T ,rx)  =

"(T,nArx).
(c) For every subset T of C we have H(T, T) v H(T*, C\f) = H.

(d) For every subset T of C we have H(T, T)x = H(T*, C\T*).

(e) For every hyperinvariant subspace M of T we have M =

\ll<*p{T)\ln&WC\Ktr(T-k)n).
(f) For every hyperinvariant subspace M of T, the operators T\M and

PM±T\M are both bitriangular (where PM± denotes the orthogonal

projection onto M ).

(s) (//)i° '5 a strong M-basis.

Proof. The equivalence of (c) and (d) follows from Remark 6.9 of [2], where it

is shown using the Euclidean Algorithm that, for all bitriangular operators T,

we have H(T ,T) D H(T*, C\T*). So equality holds in (d) if and only if the

same is true for the inclusion H(T, Y)®H(T*, C\T*) ç H. A simpler way to

see the equivalence of (c) and (d) for our special T (rather than all bitriangular

T) will be given below.

Recall that for our T we have H(T,Y) = \J¡ f and H(T*, V) = \J¡f*

where / = {/ € Z+\k¡ e T}. Thus the equivalence of (a), (b), (c), (d), and (g)

simply follows from Theorem 1 and the definition of strong M -basis.

Next we show the equivalence of (e) and (g). Suppose that (g) fails. Then

by definition there is a subset I ç Z+ such that Dz+\/(/¡* ) ^ V// (where

D denotes proper inclusion). Set M = riz+\/(//* )■ ^e claim that M is a

hyperinvariant subspace for T. Indeed let A be operator commuting with T.

For every k eZ+ the subspace Ker(T- kk) = [fk] is hyperinvariant for T so

there is a scalar pk with Afk = pkfk . We further show that A*fk* = pkfk .

This is so because for every j in Z+ we have (A*fk - pkfk , fj) = (fk , Af. -

ßkfu ~ ifk ' (<"/ "<"*:)//) • The latter equals 0 whether or not j equals k . Since

Vf/) = H, A*fk* = ~pkfk   as required.   It now follows that A* leaves M
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invariant, so A leaves M invariant. Hence M is hyperinvariant for T. Now,

if n e Z+ and if k e ap(T), say k = kj , we have M n Ker(T - k)n = M n [fß

which, because of biorthogonality, equals either [fß or {0} for j e I or

j $ I, respectively. Thus we have the proper inclusion

V    \J(MnKeT(T-k)n) = \Jficf)(f*±) = M,
te°p(T)n>\ I z+\/

showing that equality fails in (e).

Conversely, suppose (g) holds. If M is a hyperinvariant subspace for T,

then as f* <g> f (i e Z+) commutes with T, it leaves M invariant. Hence

fj $ M implies that M ç f*   . Thus if I = {i e Z+\fj e M} we must have

sjfiQMç D(/;*x).
/ z+\/

But by assumption (/¡)f is a strong Af-basis, so we have equality above,

that is M = Vjfj- As before for n e Z+ and k e a (T), say k = k-, we have

M n Ker(r - k)n = M n [fß which again equals [fß or {0} for j el or not.

Therefore

V    \J(MnKer(T-k)") = \/fj = M.

It remains to show the equivalence of (g) and (f). If (g) fails, choose M as

in the proof of the contrapositive of (e) => (g) above. Then T\M fails to be

triangular since it can easily be shown that \lX€C Ker(r|M - k)w = \Jj f c M,

showing that (f) fails. (A similar argument, but not required here, shows that

all other requirements in (f) also fail). Next we show that (g) implies (f). Let

M be hyperinvariant for T and so, as in the proof of (g) => (e), there is an

I C Z+ with M - \j, f. It is easy to verify biorthogonality of (fj)¡ and

(PMf*)¡ ■ Also clearly \/7^ = Af and (PMf*)¡ is total in M (for if x e M is

such that (PMf*, x) = 0 for all i e I, then (f*, x) = 0 (/ e /). But also if

j $ I, then as fj e M we have (f*, x) = 0. The totality of (f*)z+ shows

x = 0, as required). Finally since T\M = (£, k¡f* <g> f)\M = l¡kjPMf* <8> f ,
and (f), is an M -basis for M, with biorthogonal family (PMf*),, T\M is

triangular and so is (T\M)*. To show that PM± T\M is also bitriangular we

argue as follows. Note M = Vz+\///" ■ We also show that \l-L*\i^M±fj =

M . Indeed, if y e M is such that (PM±fj,y) = 0 for every j £ I

then (fj, y) = 0   (j i I).  But if / e / we have feM,so (f., y) = 0

again, showing that y € (\Jz+fß^ = (0). Now (PM±fßz+\i and (//)z+v

are obviously biorthogonal, so (PM-^fßz*\i *s an ^-basis for M± . Hence

PM± T\M = J2z+\i ^jíJ^i^M^fj) is triangular and so is its adjoint, concluding

the proof.   D

Some remarks are now in order: Problems 6.4, 6.10, and 6.11 of [2] ask if

statements (f), (c), and (e) respectively are true for all bitriangular T.  That
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this is not the case follows from Theorem 2 by considering an M-basis which

is not strong. A special T for negative answers for Problems 6.10 and 6.11

was constructed by Larson and Wogen in [4], but the above has the advantage

of showing the equivalence of the two problems for a whole family of T 's.

Another question in [2] (see Remark 6.9) asks if for a bitriangular T we have

Ç\AH(T,Yx) = H(T, Ç\ATx) in general, or at least for finite indexing sets A.

Again, for the family of T considered above, the two questions are equivalent

and have a negative answer for an appropriate choice of (/¡Of ■ Actually a bit

more is true. For any bitriangular T (not only of the type considered above), the

identity f]AH(T, ^a) = H(T, PIa^) anc* its finite indexing set A analogue

are equivalent. This follows from [1, Theorem 2.1] with L = Ker(T — y)a.

As a final remark note that for the T considered above, it can easily be

shown that if the M -basis (/¡Of is strong, then each invariant subspace of T

is in fact hyperinvariant. Thus in (e) and (f) of Theorem 2 we may replace,

because of their equivalence to (g), "hyperinvariant" by "invariant."
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